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JAMMU & KASHMIR 6D/5N

ITINERARY

Kashmir is a land of myriad seasons and it changes the hues of
landscape with the seasons.Burgeoning with magnificent scenery,
unique experience in Houseboat staying, Shikara Riding, Mughal
Gardens, floating vegetable Gardens and host of adventure
activities, this Enchanting valley is always lavishly beautiful and a
favored destination for tourists from all Walks of life. Incredible
beauty of nature, innate appeal, blissful ambiance and misty cool air
Of Kashmir satiate inner soul of every traveler and persuade them to
visit this land again.
Itinerary:-

DAY 01: Arrive Srinagar
Arrival at Srinagar Airport &  you will be received by our
representative. Spend the day at leisure on boulevard road which is
one of the most famous tourist place in Srinagar and is situated
around the Dal lake surrounded by Zabarwan mountain ranges,
Overnight stay in the Srinagar.

DAY 02: Srinagar – Excursion to Sonmarg (90 kms / 3 hours one
way)
After breakfast leave with full day excursion for Sonamarg “The
meadow of gold. Situated at an altitude of 9000 Ft. Sonamarg is at a
distance of  100 Kms from Srinagar is also called as “The meadow of
gold” .Sonamarg lies in Sindh Valley streamed with flowers
and surrounded by mountains. The place is also the base for some
interesting treks to the high altitude of Himalayan Lake. Ponies can
be hired for the trip up to Thajiwas glacier, which is a major local
attraction during the summer.Drive back from Sonamarg
to Srinagar. Overnight stay in Srinagar.

https://beleast.com/travel/asia/india/north-india/jammu-and-kashmir/jammu-kashmir-6d5n/
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DAY 03: Srinagar – Pahalgam (70 kms / 2 ½ hours one way)
After Breakfast & proceed to Pahalgam. In Pahalgam enjoy the
nature and admire the beauty of this quiet place and be in awe of
the serene surroundings. One can also enjoy a pony ride to nearby
places like Chandanwadi (on a direct hire basis) , Aru Valley (on a
direct hire basis) or if you are an avid nature lover you may take
pleasure in a peaceful walk along the River Lidder. Pahalgam is
famous for some trekking routes also & is the base camp for
Amarnath Pilgrimage.Overnight stay at Pahalgam.

DAY 04: Pahalgam – Gulmarg(70 kms / 2 ½ hours one way)
Afterbreakfast, check out hotel  form proceed to Gulmarg (Meadow
of Flowers) 2730 Mts. above sea level. The distance of 60 kms will
be covered in about 2 hrs. Gulmarg has one of the best Ski slopes in
the world and highest golf course of the world with 18 holes. One
can also have the view of Nanga Parbhat if weather permits. The
view enroute from Tangmarg to Gulmarg is fascinating. One can
also have a short trek upto Khilangmarg which can be covered in
about 3 to 4 hrs. Chair Lifts for mountain ride are also available.
Overnight stay in  Gulmarg.

DAY 05:  Gulmarg– Srinagar (60 kms / 2 ½ hours one way) 05:
After breakfast, check out the hotel form proceed to Srinagar. Drive
to leave for local sightseeing tour to famous Nishat Garden known
as 'Garden of pleasure' built in 16th century (1633) by Mughal
Emperor Asif Khan. Then visiting Shalimar Garden known as
'Garden of love' built in 16th century (1619) by Mughal Emperor
Jahangir for his beloved wife Noor Jehan or (Mehr-un-Nissa) also
visit Chashme Shahi Later visit to famous Pari Mahal,
Shankaracharya temple situated on top of a hill where you can have
a view of whole Srinagar City. Later you can visit the world famous
Tulip garden in Srinagar. Enjoy shopping at Kashmiri craft & art
stores. Overnight at Srinagar.

DAY06: Srinagar Airport
After breakfast, check out from the hotel & drive to Airport.


